Translational control of globin chain ontogeny in hamster yolk sac erythroid cells.
Prior research has demonstrated that globin ontogeny of hamster proceeds nearly to completion during the several days that yolk sac erythroid cells (YSEC) circulate in the embryo; synthesis of embryonic globin chains gives way to synthesis of adult globin chains in these primitive cells. In the present study, we translated total cell RNA extracted from YSEC on days 9-13 of gestation in wheat germ cell-free extract, expecting to observe the same progressive rise that occurs in vivo in rates of translation of alpha- and beta-globin mRNA during ontogeny. The opposite occurred; translation rates of both globins decreased sharply. This disparity between synthesis of alpha- and beta-globins in vivo and in vitro suggested an element of control of translation attributable to the YSEC cytoplasm. We therefore assayed the effect of RNA-free clarified YSEC cytoplasm on cell-free translation of YSEC RNA. A repression of translation was detected of alpha- and beta-globin mRNA (not of embryonic globin mRNA), exercised strongly by cytoplasm from YSEC early in ontogeny (gestational day 9), and weakening as ontogeny progressed. The same effect was noted on alpha- and beta-globin mRNA of adult hamster and of rabbit. Heat treatment of cytoplasm abolished the greater part of the translation regulation, suggesting that the active agent is protein. Further characterization of this translational regulator included: (a) it binds to globin poly(A) mRNA but not to poly(A), (b) it was not detected in cell lysate of adult hamster brain, lung, or erythrocytes, and (c) it did not inhibit translation of adult hamster brain and liver RNA. We conclude that hamster globin ontogeny is substantially modulated by this translational regulation of alpha- and beta-globin expression.